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What is “social agriculture” and why should we care? 

The Ecosystem of “Social Agriculture”

The Ecosystem of 
“Social Agriculture”

Social agriculture refers to a set of practices that support agricultural 

livelihoods— including information exchange, support mechanisms, and 

markets—based on the use of social media platforms in countries with a high 

proportion of their workforce in agriculture. This report asks the question  
 What is “social agriculture” and why should we care?  There are numerous examples of 

people engaged in these practices around the world—from livestock social 

media sellers in Egypt, to 100,000+ strong Facebook Farming Info groups in 

Kenya, to multichannel farmer protest movements in India, to livestreaming 

pomegranate farmers in China.

When exploring  The size of social agriculture globally , we find that hundreds of 

millions may already be actively engaged in social agriculture, and there 

is huge room for growth into the global agricultural workforce—especially 

in Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia. Many practices of information 

exchange and marketing are visible in large social-media-based groups. 

We deep dive into   Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya  to learn 

more—attempting to navigate from a macro- picture of global usage to a 

micro-picture of individual users’ posts to build a granular understanding of 

the practices in question. We flag critical constraints of major social media 

platforms by considering   Some algorithms that underpin social agriculture , and also 

draw on fresh survey data to explore   The experience of social agriculture from users 

in Kenya —drawing from the perspectives of farmers, agronomists, buyers and 

more.

Finally we compare   The story of social versus digital agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa , 

finding that the former may have already outpaced the latter in scale. We 

provide some recommendations for how new and existing efforts in digital 

agriculture—an area that has received significant funding over the last 

decade—might build on the organic successes of social agriculture. 

This work is accompanied by a detailed literature review, a qualitative report drawn from in-depth interviews 

with farmers and others involved in social agriculture in Kenya, and a mini documentary and set of video 

shorts. With this body of work we hope to jump- start further research and engagement within and around 

social agriculture—aiming to catalyze the most effective and scalable digital solutions that positively impact 

the agricultural livelihoods that compose a substantial proportion of the world’s global workforce.

Get a quick take of our findings 

in the deck above or dive into 

the report sections for more 

detailed findings.
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The Ecosystem of “Social Agriculture”

What is “social agriculture”?

We are observing a rapid surge in activity on social media platforms coming 

from farmers and others working in agriculture around the world, specifically 

in countries with a high proportion of the workforce in agriculture. We term 

this phenomenon “social agriculture” and define it in the following way:

Social agriculture refers to a set of practices that support agricultural 

livelihoods—including agricultural information exchange, agricultural 

support mechanisms, and agricultural markets—based on the use of social 

media platforms in countries with a high proportion of their workforce 

in agriculture.

We conducted a detailed literature review and gathered stories and examples 

of practices around the world relating to social agriculture. We found 

three distinct sets of practices that make up this new and rapidly growing 

phenomenon.

Aspects

Agricultural information exchange

Agricultural information exchange is the process of requesting, 

gathering, analyzing, and disseminating information about prices, 

best practices, and other information relevant to agricultural 

practitioners.

Agricultural support mechanisms

Agricultural support mechanisms are organizations or groups 

that support each other as agricultural practitioners through a 

combination of peer-to-peer camaraderie, collective action, funding, 

and/or in-kind support.

Agricultural markets

Agricultural markets are places where buyers and sellers can meet to 

facilitate the exchange or transaction of goods and services relating 

to agriculture. 

Three key aspects of 
“social agriculture”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XP6fOLMF5MrlSRCvAgtrvCwX3PlbCx0wSIIbzyLVjGs/view
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With an outline of the concept of ‘social agriculture’ in view, it’s worth stressing 

a few further points about our understanding of this phenomenon.

1 We stress the term livelihoods insofar as it comprises the capabilities, 

material and social resources, and activities required for a person working 

in agriculture. Livelihoods is a concept broader than only the way social 

media supports commercial interactions within the agriculture sector.

2 We are using a broad sense of “social media” which describes a set of 

digital platforms that allow users to create and exchange information, 

ideas, interests, and other forms of expression via virtual communities 

and networks. This covers services like Facebook, WhatsApp, YouTube, 

Instagram, TikTok, etc.

3 We stress that many of the interesting practices we describe tend to 

unitentionally arise from the infrastructure and logic of social media 

platforms themselves. In other words, individuals working in agricultural 

are often re-purposing existing platform features to try and achieve the 

intended ‘ends’ of social agriculture, i.e. information exchange, buying/

selling, etc.

4 We often see the reinforcement of social capital as integral to the 

phenomenon of social agriculture. In other words, some of the early 

beneficiaries of the system (e.g. those receiving information) must later 

become benefactors (e.g. become information providers) for the many of 

these systems to work. In particular, information exchange and support 

mechanisms depend upon the culture of reciprocity between individuals in 

the social agriculture space.

Some further notes 
on social agriculture
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Why is it important 
to define and discuss 
social agriculture?

International Labour Organisation (ILO) data on the share of persons of 

working age engaged in agriculture shows the importance of agriculture to 

livelihoods in much of the world’s lower- and middle-income countries. In 

Kenya, agriculture still represents over 50% of the employed labor force. In 

India and Bangladesh, it is around 40%, and in the Philippines, Indonesia, and 

China it stands at around 25%. By comparison, in the USA and UK this figure is 

below 2%.

 

Agriculture is still the 
driving livelihood in 
many of the world’s 
countries.

 Share of the labor force employed in agriculture, 2019

No data 0% 2.5% 5% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Share of people of working 
age who were engaged in any 
activity to produce goods or 
provide services for pay or 
profit in the agriculture sector 
(agriculture, hunting, forestry 
and fishing).

Source: Our World in Data Our World in Data 
based on International Labor based on International Labor 
Organization (via the World Organization (via the World 
Bank) and historical sourcesBank) and historical sources

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
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The global population currently stands at 7.8 billion. In 2021 Facebook 

reported that 1.9 billion people logged into Facebook every day. As technology 

analyst Ben Evans notes, 90% of Facebook’s daily active users are now outside 

the USA. Most of these users come from those lower- to middle-income 

countries where agriculture remains a key driver of GDP and accounts for a 

large share of the labor force. Facebook’s data shows the platform’s usage 

outside North America and Europe has rocketed in recent years. (Notably, this 

does not even include data on WhatsApp or Instagram usage).

 

It’s difficult to overstate the importance of India as a market for Facebook. 

Facebook’s usage in Southern Asia’s largest country exceeds that of the US and 

UK combined.

Assuming that most of India’s Facebook users are between 15 and 64 years 

of age, Facebook’s daily active user numbers suggest roughly one in three 

working-age people in India use Facebook every day. Given that 42% of India’s 

labor force is employed in agriculture, the intersection between social media 

and agriculture is a sheer inevitability.

So what does this intersection between social media use and agriculture 

actually look like? The next section includes examples that demonstrate the 

experience of social agriculture around the world.

Social media is achieving 
massive scale in countries 
with high proportions 
of the labor force in 
agriculture.

 Facebook Daily Active Users (ADUs)

Millions (Q2 ‘21) Growth (Q2 ‘19 to Q2 ‘21)

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

US & CanadaEuropeAsia-PacificRest of World

4.28%

7.34%

28.13%

23.85%

in millions

Source: Facebook Earnings Facebook Earnings 
Presentation 2021 Presentation 2021  

 DOWNLOAD DATA

https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://www.ben-evans.com/presentations
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vS6YXJo_QIky6Bak-tQ26N_PBQsEhU8i9pFP0dwDTjFMkBGk7uKzRXZ5k_xXt0p5HZeL1m14c6IUmto/embed?start=false&loop=false&delayms=60000&slide=id.gb92561a271_2_669
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vS6YXJo_QIky6Bak-tQ26N_PBQsEhU8i9pFP0dwDTjFMkBGk7uKzRXZ5k_xXt0p5HZeL1m14c6IUmto/embed?start=false&loop=false&delayms=60000&slide=id.gb92561a271_2_669
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?locations=IN
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.1564.TO?locations=IN
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture?tab=chart&country=~IND
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture?tab=chart&country=~IND
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture?tab=chart&country=~IND
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2021/q2/Q2-2021_Earnings-Presentation.pdf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PCfbo_PmwTvoQ_E-4ehsC3PyQ2W822NNuYVrjWbUoT8/edit?usp=sharing
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Global examples of social 
agriculture

The associated literature review cites numerous examples from news reports 

and other sources that document agricultural practices on social media. These 

span marketing, information sharing, and support mechanisms. Some platforms 

and their typical use cases are listed below.

  Examples of platforms used for social agriculture

PLATFORM CRITICAL FEATURES NATURE OF USE FOR SOCIAL AGRICULTURE OBSERVED IN

Facebook
Groups, Pages Large-scale groups (+100,000s) focused on agriculture where 

users share information, market goods, and form subgroups.
E.Asia
N.Africa & M.East 
S.Asia
SSA

WhatsApp Groups,  
P2P messaging

Small-scale groups (max. 256) built around specific agricultural 
topics, often based on existing contact networks.

E.Asia
N.Africa & M.East 
S.Asia
SSA

YouTube Channels Channels generate subscribers to watch and comment on 
videos, e.g., to share agronomic advice with customers.

E.Asia
N.Africa & M.East 
S.Asia
SSA

Twitter
Accounts  
with followers

Agri topic-focused profiles, attracting followers to generate an 
audience for announcements relevant to agriculture.

E.Asia
N.Africa & M.East 
S.Asia
SSA

Douyin (TikTok) Video streams Livestreams which can “trend” and garner large (but ephemeral) 
audiences for content, e.g., to market fresh produce.

China

Pinduoduo Group buying Offers agricultural produce to buyers in groups at discounted 
bulk prices, with ability to sell at higher volumes.

China

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XP6fOLMF5MrlSRCvAgtrvCwX3PlbCx0wSIIbzyLVjGs/view
https://www.notion.so/Facebook-7c79e034b3a24fca859ecedad923f7de
https://www.notion.so/WhatsApp-3cd91b681a424a3c8c19aa9d63872356
https://www.notion.so/YouTube-717911c80ae546c8b513d68324247158
https://www.notion.so/Twitter-f248af37776c4b58a8ac8bcc53661506
https://www.notion.so/Douyin-TikTok-696df50d802c431ca7c9527240246989
https://www.notion.so/Pinduoduo-43c9e48553804983aaa10f13b6a4fbbb
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In Egypt, traders turn to Facebook to market their livestock during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The video below documents the practice of sharing 

videos and images of livestock in Facebook groups to generate sales, where 

an Egyptian livestock farmer claims “three quarters of all trade is now through 

the internet.” Similar large-scale Facebook groups that facilitate the buying 

and selling of livestock exist in India and East Africa. In a later section, we dig 

further into   The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya , generated from 

a survey of 300+ social media users working in agriculture. Among other 

things, this survey explores the use of social media for agricultural trading. A 

recent World Bank report also found that “in Iraq, as in Lebanon and Jordan, 

informal Facebook and WhatsApp groups are used sporadically for agri- food 

e-commerce.”

     

Facebook and WhatsApp have been used to create a multitude of groups 

centered around agriculture. Three example groups are shown below; two 

were started in Kenya and the other in Zambia. The combined membership of 

the three groups alone includes 100,000s of users (though many are members 

of multiple groups). These three groups only scratch the surface of the 

agricultural activity on Facebook.

The groups themselves facilitate information sharing, buying and selling, 

and much more. Some have noted that, while small-scale farmers are already 

organizing themselves in these groups, there are issues with the quality and 

accuracy of information being shared.

North Africa and  
the Middle East

A piecepiece showing Egypt’s farmers 
turning to social media to 
sell cattle amid coronavirus 
restrictions.

Sub-Saharan Africa

Richard Hay (University of 

Pretoria) gives a Ted talk 

describing how farmers are 

sharing information in the “Small 

Scale Farmers” group, a pattern 

similar across all the groups 

showcased in this section.

https://archive.md/tCOvb
https://archive.md/tCOvb
https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/810711621219470465/pdf/Digital-Revitalization-of-the-Agri-food-Sector-in-Mashreq-Focus-on-Iraq-Jordan-and-Lebanon.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABz98XtcIU&t=382s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABz98XtcIU&t=382s
https://youtu.be/oz5Fclb_iDo
https://archive.md/g93Lc
https://youtu.be/oz5Fclb_iDo
https://www.ted.com/talks/richard_hay_facebook_and_the_farmer
https://www.ted.com/talks/richard_hay_facebook_and_the_farmer
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Our research indicates that digital groups play a pivotal role in much of 

social agriculture. Facebook groups represent the largest of these global 

communities. Some of these groups are public, like the Dairy Farmers Kenya 

group seen to the right. However, the majority of these groups are private. 

Further, users in these groups often tend to be members of WhatsApp groups 

focused on farming. The multitude and reach of these groups is unclear, but we 

suspect that they are the critical driver of social agriculture in much of Africa 

and Asia (excluding China).

Understanding the nature of these groups warrants further research. To date, 

very little public data or research has been released concerning this area. See 

  Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya  for a deeper investigation of 

this topic.

Digital Farmers KenyaDigital Farmers Kenya was 
started in Kenya in October 
2013, stated to have 436,000 
members as of October 2021.

Small Scale FarmersSmall Scale Farmers started in 
Zambia in May 2013, stated to 
have 506,000 members as of 
October 2021.
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India represents a massive population of farmers and social media users 

where recent protests put social media’s role into sharp focus. Just as in 

Africa, Facebook and WhatsApp groups are used at significant scale. For 

example, an organization called Hoy Amhi Shetkari (HAM) claims to have used 

a Facebook page and collection of groups “to get in touch with over 400,000 

cane growers across the sugar producing states.” There are many groups on 

Facebook and WhatsApp that support information exchange and marketing. 

But it is the role that social media played in the farmer protests in 2020 that 

garnered recent media attention. As one outlet reported:

“Protestors at the ongoing farmers’ agitation had said social media is crucial for their 

movement as it allowed them to share their views”

One such example was “Kisan Ekta Morcha,” a community organization with 

600k+ users following their Facebook page. The organization also uses other 

social media platforms, including a Twitter account with over 400k followers 

and a YouTube channel with 1.26M subscribers—the latter includes video 

content aiming to rally international audiences to the farmers’ cause.

This is a good example of the multifaceted use of social media platforms to 

support farming livelihoods. In this case, social media was used as an integral 

feature of a support mechanism to lobby for the rights of Indian farmers in a 

national protest.

     

 

Interestingly, across all these examples, spanning regions from Southern 

Asia to Sub- Saharan Africa to North Africa and the Middle East, the usage of 

groups and the dominance of Facebook and WhatsApp emerge. While other 

platforms like YouTube and Twitter have traction, Facebook’s platforms appear 

in examples over and over. This trend is widespread, until we come to China.

Southern Asia

Report Report discussing the ways 
farmers’ Facebook and 
Instagram pages were blocked 
during farmer protests in India.

Featured video on the Kisan 

Ekta Morcha YouTube channel 

(October 2021).

Snapshot of the “Kisan Ekta 

Morcha” page on Facebook 

(October 2021).

https://archive.md/pAiIb
https://archive.md/MyCqx
https://archive.md/MyCqx
https://archive.md/Fthv1
https://archive.md/Fthv1
https://archive.md/8l0bj
https://www.facebook.com/kisanektamorcha
https://twitter.com/kisanektamorcha
https://twitter.com/kisanektamorcha
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4mGFTV86AR8VeJmusu1QWQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4mGFTV86AR8VeJmusu1QWQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnxY1zUbPOk
https://archive.md/z36ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnxY1zUbPOk
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4mGFTV86AR8VeJmusu1QWQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4mGFTV86AR8VeJmusu1QWQ/featured
https://www.facebook.com/kisanektamorcha/
https://www.facebook.com/kisanektamorcha/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4mGFTV86AR8VeJmusu1QWQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=249yjpb0KQc
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Facebook is banned across China. But there is a large and growing base of 

farmers using a combination of e-commerce and video streaming platforms. 

More than 100,000 farmers streamed 2.52 million sessions on Alibaba Group’s 

Taobao Live from March 2010 to March 2011. Douyin (TikTok’s Chinese twin) 

reported agricultural content creators with more than 10,000 followers rose 

sixfold in 2019–20 from the previous year.

One report describes “Brother Pomegranate”, an internet sensation with 

7.3 million followers and 300 million yuan ($46 million) of sales in 2020. The 

report claims “he once sold 6 million yuan worth of pomegranates in 20 minutes.” 

Other stories document the rise of farming streamers over the pandemic. In 

2021 China’s Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) reported: 

“Rural e-commerce has been developing rapidly. As of the end of 2020, e-commerce 

had entered rural areas and achieved full coverage in 832 poverty-stricken counties. 

The national online retail sales in rural areas had increased from 180 billion yuan 

in 2014 to 1.79 trillion yuan in 2020. ‘Live streaming + e-commerce’ and other 

online shopping forms had been booming. Internet-based poverty alleviation had 

enabled new business forms to extend to rural areas. Mobile phones had become new 

agricultural tools and e- commerce new farming activities.”

How exactly does this distinctive form of social agriculture work in China? 

Watch the video below to learn more.

     

China

A video showcasing the way 
farmers are using video-
streaming platforms in China

Brother Pomegranate Jin 

Guowei during a livestream 

(Bloomberg).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-07/livestreaming-farmers-earn-millions-from-fruit-on-china-s-tiktok
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-07/livestreaming-farmers-earn-millions-from-fruit-on-china-s-tiktok
https://archive.md/OPE4F
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/05/06/1001186/china-rural-live-streaming-during-cornavirus-pandemic/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202104/P020210420557302172744.pdf
https://youtu.be/E_Qv9IhseJI
https://youtu.be/E_Qv9IhseJI
https://archive.ph/OPE4F
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This is social commerce at a whole new level. Livestreaming is a mechanism 

for farmer “influencers” to gain attention, but it must be paired with 

e-commerce platforms. A technology platform called Pinduoduo connects 

farmers and consumers and has been one of the rising stars of China’s social 

agriculture boom. The platform pioneered a “group-buying” model, allowing 

individual consumers to team up in-app and collectively bulk buy goods from 

sellers. This approach should be distinguished from social commerce as it’s 

usually understood, i.e., using social media to assist online buying. This group 

buyer model is literally buying in groups. In the video below, Pinduoduo’s 

director for sustainability and agricultural impact explains this phenomenon.

     

 

 

A video explanation of 
Pinduoduo’s e-commerce 
platform in China.

 We re-invented the team purchase model to promote interactions between users

User experience overview of 
Pinduoduo’sPinduoduo’s “team purchase” 
model.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinduoduo
https://agfundernews.com/pinduoduo-is-focusing-on-foodtech-after-overtaking-alibaba-to-hit-profitability.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7eiP0tLquFE
https://investor.pinduoduo.com/events-and-presentations/presentations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7eiP0tLquFE
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“[Users] were very willing to share news of these deals with their friends, and that 

drove rapid growth at an early stage... It helped us aggregate a large number of orders 

in a short period of time, so we could become a meaningful buyer of fresh produce. 

At one point we were influencing the market prices of fresh produce because we were 

such large buyers... Because we have this focus on being more social, on getting users 

first, having that word-of-mouth recognition gave farmers confidence [that] this is a 

platform they should be transacting with... Word spreads among farmers [too].They 

may be in a village where others are selling the same thing, so if we are buying and they 

run out, they might ask their neighbour farmer [if] they want to sell to us.”

 AgfunderNews (2021)

It appears social agriculture is exploding in China, albeit in different ways 

than in other major agricultural economies across Africa and Southern Asia. 

Further research might explore whether China’s “livestreaming + e-commerce” 

boom represents a bellwether for other countries or a distinct form of social 

agriculture unique to conditions in China.

https://agfundernews.com/pinduoduo-is-focusing-on-foodtech-after-overtaking-alibaba-to-hit-profitability
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Is the concept of social 
agriculture new?

This piece is accompanied by a detailed literature review which locates and 

assesses the coverage of the concept of ‘social agriculture’ in the existing 

literature. We found that social agriculture, as defined above, is not a 

term already defined elsewhere. However, it is a concept emerging at the 

intersections of other areas of study, most notably:

• Digital agriculture

• Social commerce

• Small-scale agriculture in developing countries

Some might assimilate this understanding of social agriculture with “digital 

agriculture.” The latter term has come to mean “digital platforms created 

by foreign and local tech firms ... promoted as generating opportunities for 

farmers, shaping a vision of digitised agriculture.” This landscape of digital 

agriculture services sometimes labelled “ICT for agriculture (ICT4Ag)” or 

“digitalisation for agriculture (D4Ag)” has received significant attention and 

funding over the last decade. Insofar as these digital services and platforms 

have been intentionally created and funded to shape a vision of digitized 

agriculture, they clearly depart from the phenomenon of social agriculture 

described here, which arises from more generic platforms not specifically 

designed to facilitate agricultural activities. Digital agriculture is not the same 

as social agriculture.

Using Google Books’ Ngram Viewer for the terms “digital agriculture” and 

“social agriculture” shows how each phrase has occurred in a corpus of books 

over time. The term “digital agriculture” saw a notable uptake in use from the 

2000s onwards, while “social agriculture” occurred sporadically over time 

(almost certainly with no relation to the definition proposed here, given that 

“social media” as a term was not popularized until the early 2000s).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XP6fOLMF5MrlSRCvAgtrvCwX3PlbCx0wSIIbzyLVjGs/view
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2021/04/08/digital-advance-into-rural-kenya-has-social-cost-new-type-farmer-entrepreneur/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2021/04/08/digital-advance-into-rural-kenya-has-social-cost-new-type-farmer-entrepreneur/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2021/04/08/digital-advance-into-rural-kenya-has-social-cost-new-type-farmer-entrepreneur/
https://www.cta.int/en/digitalisation-agriculture-africa
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=social%2Bagriculture%2Cdigital%2Bagriculture&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Csocial%20agriculture%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3B%2Cdigital%20agriculture%3B%2Cc0&t1%3B%2Csocial%20agriculture%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3B%2Cdigital%20agriculture%3B%2Cc0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=social%2Bmedia&year_start=1980&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3
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Social agriculture is a phenomenon well on its way to the mainstream—if it 

is not firmly fixed there already. If social media platforms were not generally 

intended to be used for agricultural activities will there be problems with the 

growing dependence of agricultural livelihoods on social media? What are 

the risks and opportunities? Indeed, much of this “accidental learning from 

social” is seeping into the product design of China’s leading e- commerce 

platforms. Should other global platforms follow suit? How can the funding, 

work, and effort that has gone into digital agriculture be reconciled with 

social agriculture? What more can be learned about the experience of social 

agriculture from real farmers and other agricultural workers?

Of course, these questions exceed the scope of this report. Nevertheless, 

we hope to instigate a broader effort of investigation and interest in the 

area of social agriculture. Learning from and building upon this phenomenon 

is relevant across stakeholders from multiple sectors, including academic 

research, international development and the private sector.

To provide a foundation for the major questions around social agriculture, 

the next section explores the fundamental question of the scope of this 

phenomenon—what is  The size of social agriculture globally ?

Digital agriculture Social agriculture

0.0000001%

0.0000002%

0.0000003%

0.0000004%

0.0000005%
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Source:  
Google Books’ Ngram dataGoogle Books’ Ngram data

Further questions to ask 
about social agriculture

https://books.google.com/ngrams/interactive_chart?content=social+agriculture% 2Cdigital+agriculture&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Csocial+agriculture%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3B%2Cdigital+ agriculture%3B%2Cc0
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How big is social agriculture 
globally?

This report’s initial discussion,  What is “social agriculture” and why should we care?  

identified examples of farmers and others engaged in social agriculture across 

regions of Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa and the Middle East, and Southern 

and Eastern Asia. This section focuses on these global regions to estimate the 

number of people involved in social agriculture. Notably, this discussion does 

not include Latin America, because currently there are far fewer examples of 

social agriculture in action. However, this absence may be explained by the fact 

that our search was limited to English- speaking sources.

First a “Rest of World vs. China split” can be observed in these regions. 

China’s social agriculture is well established and predominantly based on 

technology platforms operating and designed for Chinese markets only (e.g., 

Pinduoduo and Douyin). In the rest of the world, Facebook and WhatsApp 

dominate usage. Publicly available data on the use of social media among 

farmers, or any of the above mentioned platforms, is sparse. Therefore, novel 

approaches are necessary to estimate the size of social agriculture across the 

regions identified. In particular:

• In China, we draw from statistical reports from China’s Internet Network 

Information Centre (CNNIC). These include useful survey data on the 

occupational structure of Chinese internet users, which split out “Laborers 

engaged in agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery.”

• In the Rest of the World, we use Facebook’s advertising platform data on 

estimated audience size based on detailed targeting of users “interested in 

agriculture” as a proxy for the audience of those working in agriculture using 

social media.

Just how big is the audience “interested in agriculture”? 

We built a dataset from Facebook’s Ad platform for a sample of all countries 

outside Latin America, Europe, and North America with at least15% of their 

labor force in agriculture. The following metric is defined from this data:

Facebook audience interested in agriculture (FBinAg audience): the estimated 

audience size for a country (or region) provided by the Facebook Ad platform when 

creating a new advertisement, where the ad uses the following detailed targeting 

settings: (1) users must live in the country (or region) selected; (2) users must be above 

18 years of age; and (3) users must have an interest in “agriculture.”

Facebook audience 
interested in agriculture

https://www.notion.so/What-is-social-agriculture-and-why-should-we-care-24c1fefddd254a1d8ef70f0902211bab
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202012/P020201201530023411644.pdf
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202012/P020201201530023411644.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/440167386536513?id=176276233019487
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/440167386536513?id=176276233019487
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The FBinAg audience serves as a rough estimate of social agriculture in the 

sample of countries with a higher proportion of the labor force working in 

Ag (min. 15%). Using previously collected data from Facebook’s Ad platform, 

this figure from 2018 and 2021 was compared. This approach will inevitably 

represent an overestimate of the total number of individuals involved in social 

agriculture (discussed more below). Nevertheless, we believe it provides 

a useful general estimation of the size of social agriculture in the regions 

highlighted in this report.

In 2018, the FBinAg audience in selected countries stood at just over 

100 million. In 2021, this figure ballooned to over 220 million. Even if these 

estimates are restrained by a generous correction factor (e.g., cutting figures 

in half) to account for over-estimation of the actual population active in social 

agriculture, the scale of this audience is vast.

  Facebook users and audiences interested in ag

FB audience interested in Ag (2018)

109,771,420
FB audience interested in Ag (2021)

224,455,900

No data 100 78,500,000
Source:  
Facebook Ad platform, World 
Bank, ILO, Learn.ink analysis

https://www.notion.so/df1fd3f5bcb74d05bb5eb5e1427d885e
http://learn.ink/
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Breaking down the data for FBinAg audiences establishes figures for social 

agricultural populations by country. Working agricultural populations by 

country were calculated using World Bank datasets for population ages 15–64 

and share of labor force in agriculture. This figure was used to approximate 

the penetration of social agriculture within the wider labor force working in 

agriculture by country. Note that penetrations will be overestimates, because 

FBinAg audiences are overestimates. Nevertheless, these figures help show 

differences and similarities across regions and countries.

  Regional Facebook audience interested in agriculture from 2018 to 2021

FB audience interested in AG (2018)* FB audience interested in AG (2021)*
Approx. penetration of Ag audience (2018) Approx. penetration of Ag audience (2021)
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 DOWNLOAD DATA

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-of-the-labor-force-employed-in-agriculture
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Azss2OteYUIpE6OMZ1K4pPO23N50RaopYaujO9Joe2s/edit?usp=sharing
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While the map-based analysis is helpful, isolating regions offers a clearer 

picture at the aggregate level. The chart above shows the data by region to 

reveal some interesting trends:

• The largest audiences reside in Asia. South Asia and East Asia & Pacific 

accounted for around 80% of the total audience in 2018 and 2021.

• South Asia has seen explosive growth. From 2018 to 2021, the FBinAg 

audience grew by over 2.5×—more than double the speed of any other 

region.

• Sub-Saharan Africa presents a big opportunity for growth. FBinAg 

audiences have been growing the second fastest there of any region, but 

are still a fraction of the total audience of those working in agriculture. 

Countries like Kenya and Nigeria, which are more advanced, may well be 

exemplars for other countries across Sub- Saharan Africa.

  Facebook audience interested in agriculture from 2018 to 2021

FB audience interested in AG (2018) FB audience interested in AG (2021)
Approx. penetration of Ag audience (2018) Approx. penetration of Ag audience (2021)
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http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Azss2OteYUIpE6OMZ1K4pPO23N50RaopYaujO9Joe2s/edit?usp=sharing
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Digging into specific country comparisons in the chart above shows patterns 

and trends otherwise harder to see on the map. The following key points 

emerge.

• India is dominant. More than one-third entire FBinAg audience across the 

sample of all countries resides in India. There still appears to be significant 

room for this audience to grow; while massive, it still only accounts for on-

fifth of people working in agriculture in India.

• India grew rapidly compared to leaders in Sub-Saharan Africa from 

2018. Kenya and Nigeria looked to be reaching a larger segment of their 

agricultural workforces in 2018. However, they were rapidly overtaken by 

India in the last few years. Relatively affordable and available smartphones 

and data plans are likely key drivers of this shift.

• The Philippines and Egypt’s penetration of audience working in agriculture 

looks too high. As expected, Facebook “audience estimates” appear to be 

overestimates. This could be for multiple reasons (e.g., counting multiple 

accounts belonging to a single individual, misattributing an interest in 

agriculture, etc.). At the same time, if actual penetration of the labor force 

working in agriculture is generally overestimated in these charts, then the 

phenomenon of social agricultural has significantly more room to grow.

These numbers may seem large. However, the following points are important 

to keep in mind when considering this data.

• Facebook commands a huge global user base

• Affordable and readily available smartphones and data networks are 

creating in increasingly internet-enabled society in lower-income countries.

• There are over 600 million farms globally.

In light of this context, these estimates of the size of social agriculture start to 

seem more reasonable.

While Facebook data provides a window into the scale of usage across much of 

the world, it says nothing about China. Is China’s social media usage related to 

agriculture significant? The answer seems to be a resounding “yes.”
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China appears to boast the biggest and arguably most sophisticated 

agricultural audience using social media platforms. Video-streaming platforms 

like Douyin and e- commerce platforms such as Taobao and Pinduoduo 

increasingly make headlines when it comes to capturing huge rural audiences, 

touting meteoric growth in streaming and e- commerce arising from a new 

segment of Chinese internet users involved in agriculture in rural areas.

Unlike most other countries in the sample, China releases regular statistics 

about the composition and usage of its internet users. As of June 2020, the 

China Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC) reported that China had 

940 million netizens (internet users), of which 99.2% accessed the internet via 

smartphone; 94.5% accessed online video; 85.7% used online payments; and 

59.8% engaged in livestreaming.

CNNIC further breaks down the occupational structure of internet users, 

finding that in 2020 15.3% of all netizens were “Laborers engaged in 

agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery.” This represents a likely 

overestimate of agricultural workers involved in social agriculture, i.e., not 

everyone will be using technology platforms actively for agriculture. However, 

even if this figure is scaled down by a generous factor (e.g., as before, cutting it 

in half) to account for the inflation of of active “social agriculture” use in China, 

the figure for those involved in social agriculture is still startlingly high — many 

tens of millions.

 

Agriculture workers 
online in China

 China’s internet users engaged in agriculture from 2017 to 2020

China’s internet users engaged in agriculture (June 2020)

143,795,520
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Source: CNNICCNNIC, World Bank, 
Learn.inkLearn.ink analysis  

 DOWNLOAD DATA

https://archive.md/OPE4F
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-12/09/c_139575799.htm
https://agfundernews.com/pinduoduo-is-focusing-on-foodtech-after-overtaking-alibaba-to-hit-profitability.html
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://cnnic.com.cn/
https://cnnic.com.cn/
https://cnnic.com.cn/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202012/P020201201530023411644.pdf
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202012/P020201201530023411644.pdf
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/202012/P020201201530023411644.pdf
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1esuMGgJ0on8xLpMnrmTmf4SoAyYgZDzqIBPU4nKqwLA/edit?usp=sharing
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The transition from June 2019 to June 2020 saw a dramatic increase in the 

number of Chinese internet users engaged in agriculture occupationally, as 

seen in the chart above. CNNIC cites the COVID-19 pandemic as the key driver 

of this change:

Due to the epidemic in the first half of the year, livelihood consumer applications such 

as fresh-food e-commerce and online grocery shopping witnessed explosive growth. 

As of June 2020, the user size amounted to 257 million, making up 27.4% of overall 

Internet users. In addition, the sizes of agricultural products e-commerce and second-

hand e-commerce users reached 248 million and 61.43 million respectively, playing an 

important role in promoting the uplift of agricultural products and the development of 

the idle economy.

Interestingly, the same report documents an interplay between e-commerce 

and video. The latter played a significant role in the information exchange and 

support mechanism roles identified in the definition of social agriculture.

Key video clip platforms now cover the entire agricultural industry chain linking 

farmers, agronomy experts and enterprises, creating an online community for 

exchange, learning and trading ... Douyin and other platforms launched a series of 

activities to assist farmers in improving the efficiency of matching supply and demand 

information of agricultural products across China and in solving the problem of selling 

agricultural products.

 

Source: Statistical Report on Statistical Report on 
Internet Development in China Internet Development in China 
(September 2020)(September 2020)

Source: Statistical Report on Statistical Report on 
Internet Development in China Internet Development in China 
(September 2020)(September 2020)
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https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
https://www.cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
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Agricultural workers and migrant workers in rural areas have been the fastest 

growing segments of the occupational composition of Chinese internet users 

over the last few years, as seen in the chart above. With plenty of China’s rural 

population still to be connected, this growth may continue now that technology 

platforms have adapted their business models to better serve agricultural 

audiences.

China’s take on social agriculture is certainly one to watch. It will be fascinating 

to see how ideas pioneered in China get cross-pollinated with digital platform 

efforts targeting agricultural workers in other parts of the world.

Without better country-level data on the occupational breakdown and activity 

of internet users globally, the Facebook Advertising platform served as a novel 

data source. Until more robust global data is available to help establish the 

precise footprint of social agriculture, Facebook’s Ad platform data is very 

helpful, but comes with important caveats.

• Facebook audience estimates are not the same as Monthly Active Users 

(MAUs) or Daily Active Users (DAUs). In fact, they are likely overestimates 

of MAUs, but within the right area. (Facebook uses this data to sell ads to 

buyers, and significant misrepresentation could lead to poor ad performance 

and loss of customers to competing ad platforms.)

• An “interest in agriculture” does not necessarily isolate those working in 

agriculture. However, based on multiple real ad campaign experiments using 

this keyword in countries with higher proportions their labor force working 

in agriculture, campaigns do effectively target people working in agriculture. 

With this in mind, all countries that have less than 15% of the labor force 

working in agriculture were excluded from our data. This is a “line in the 

sand” approach that will lead to a certain amount of overestimation.

• Facebook is not the only social media platform used by those working in 

agriculture. It’s unclear how WhatsApp data influences audience interests, 

and therefore audience estimates, on Facebook’s Ad platform. (Presumably 

users only on WhatsApp would be discounted from ad audiences.) This 

data also does not account for users who might use platforms like YouTube, 

Twitter, or TikTok while not using Facebook.

Important caveats to 
the Facebook analysis
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The numbers in this sizing seem significant, but are they really believable?  

A recent paper estimates there are more than 608 million farms in the 

world. These farms connect many more individuals than the number of farms 

themselves: owners, laborers, buyers, service providers, and so on. The most 

optimistic estimate for the number of individuals involved in social agriculture 

is north of 350 million. While this is high, when countries like China and India 

are considered—the level of smartphone adoption they boast and the vast 

populations of people working in agriculture there—these numbers are feasible.

The key takeaway from this section is less about a precise estimate for the size 

of social agriculture, and more about the order of magnitude of the number of 

people already involved in social agriculture. Many millions of people whose 

livelihoods depend on agriculture around the world are already using social 

media in critical ways that affect their daily living. The patterns of usage 

already visible, and already entrenched, need to be better understood. At 

the same time, as more research into this area is commissioned, methods 

for estimating the size of social agriculture should be refined to obtain more 

accurate figures.

Digging deeper into the character and experience 
of social agriculture
The next few sections dig deeper into various key aspects of social agriculture. 

In particular, they concern the following questions:

• How do the dynamics of large agricultural social media groups work? For 

more, see   Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya .

• How do those working in agriculture perceive the platforms involved? 

What kinds of practices do they engage in? What themes emerge from their 

experiences? A survey sample from over 300 participants in Kenya offers 

some insights in   The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya .

Sense-checking these 
findings

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305750X2100067X?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305750X2100067X?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305750X2100067X?via%3Dihub
https://www.notion.so/Examining-large-scale-groups-in-social-agriculture-in-Kenya-2e47911f06f84bf290fecb141627be6a
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Kenya as a representative 
example for Sub‑Saharan 
Africa

As demonstrated in the previous section, Sub-Saharan Africa is the region 

with strongest growth potential for social agriculture. Kenya is a good 

indicator of technology adoption across the region, achieving higher general 

rates of smartphone adoption and internet use. The analysis in  The size of 

social agriculture globally  indicates that Kenya is also one of the more active and 

larger-scale social agriculture audiences in Sub-Saharan Africa. Thus, many 

findings from Kenya will likely be transferable to other countries in the region, 

especially as social media audiences grow.

Kenya also serves as an interesting example because it boasts some of the most 

advanced payment infrastructure in Africa: the mobile money service MPESA. 

This makes it more likely that e-commerce findings seen at the cutting edge 

of social agriculture in China might be more transferable to Kenya (though, 

of course, there are significant differences between the digital payment 

landscape of the two countries).

Much of Kenya’s online activity, including in relation to social agriculture, 

is in English. This makes granular-level analysis significantly easier, e.g., 

examining the textual content of posts in groups. Finally, many of the largest 

social agricultural groups in Sub- Saharan Africa originated in Kenya. These 

reasons make Kenya a good target for this study; this section focuses on social 

agriculture found in or originating from Kenya.

28
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Why look at “groups” 
for social agriculture?

“Digital groups” were seen to have the biggest impact for Kenyans on social 

media with an interest in agriculture. A survey of more than 300 Kenyans 

who use social media for agricultural purposes found that participants voted 

for groups more than twice as often as any other category when asked about 

the impact of key features of digital services. Service features included groups, 

payment, and video.

 

The terminology of “groups” features regularly in examples of social 

agriculture. In examples of social agricultural practices across geographies 

and platforms, the terminology of “groups” is explicit in many of the platform 

features they depend on. These range from a “WhatsApp groupgroup” of local 

farmers to share tips and ideas in India to a “Facebook groupgroup” to market 

livestock and connect with others in Kenya to a “Pinduoduo buying groupgroup” to 

purchase fresh produce from a farmer in China.

 When it comes to digital farming, what has made the biggest impact on people on the ground
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Facebook dominates the social media landscape for farming in Kenya. 

Individuals cited the platform as their “favourite” and the “most important’” 

far more frequently than any other service. This finding supports this report’s 

focus on Facebook use as a leading indicator of social agriculture.

 

The ways groups manifest themselves depends heavily on the platform 

in which they are based. Unfortunately, the massive tapestry of groups of 

those working in agriculture across platforms like Facebook, WhatsApp, and 

Pinduoduo globally is opaque. These platforms share little to no public data 

on groups. The remainder of this section examines one of the more publicly 

visible, large-scale, and widely used group types— Facebook groups.

 What is the most important platform for farming in Kenya? What is your favourite?

Most important for farming Favourite for farming
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Source: learn.inklearn.ink farmer survey  
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Facebook groups for agriculture

Facebook groups for agriculture are used in almost all of the countries in 

which examples of social agriculture were found. The image above shows 

a snapshot of Facebook groups from around the world. This small collection 

covers countries from Kenya, Zambia, and Nigeria to Egypt, Pakistan, and India. 

Looking closely at the groups’ “about” pages shows that almost every group 

boasts tens of thousands of members. Many of the more active groups have 

collected hundreds of thousands of photos, providing insight into how many 

posts have been shared on these individual group feeds.

There is no clear estimate of the number and reach of Facebook groups for 

agriculture. Facebook claims more than 1.8 billion people1.8 billion people from tens of millions 

of active communities use Facebook groups every month globally. However, 

there is no data on what portion of these are focused on agriculture or from 

the regions investigated in this research.

A bottom-up approach to understanding agricultural Facebook groups 

provides some insight. While the global reach of these groups is difficult to 

determine, in-depth research from Kenya helps build a picture of how social 

media users interested in agriculture engage with such groups. In particular, 

we utilize responses from our survey of social media users in agriculture from 

Kenya and the usage dynamics of a representative Facebook group focused 

on agriculture in Kenya. This information can help begin to answer bigger 

questions such as:

• How many agricultural Facebook groups does the average social media–

based agricultural worker belong to? How many workers are actively 

engaged in the group (as opposed to being an “absent member”)?

• If they are engaged, what is the nature of that engagement? Passive 

viewership? Liberal use of the ‘like’ button? Active commenting and posting?

https://www.facebook.com/community/whats-new/facebook-communities-summit-keynote-recap/
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In our survey, 94% of respondents reported being in one or more Facebook 

farming groups. Survey participants came from a sample of those who used 

social media and had an interest or involvement in agriculture. They most 

frequently reported being members of one to three Facebook groups with a 

focus on agriculture. Activity rates were self-reported to be little lower than 

membership, but not by much. Although membership could be an indicator of 

activity in Facebook groups, users may forget that they are members of some 

groups (from a platform perspective), so these membership rates are more 

likely to be an underestimate that overestimate.

 

Social media group 
membership of 
agricultural users 
in Kenya

  Can you estimate the number of Facebook groups focused on agriculture that you are a member of and those you chat in regularly
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Similarly, 87% of people reported being in one or more WhatsApp farming 

groups. While patterns of membership and use were similar, Facebook 

agricultural group membership appeared to be more common than WhatsApp 

agricultural group membership. This is interesting, since WhatsApp groups for 

agriculture are cited more often in the literature, leading to the expectation 

that this finding would be inverted.

 

These findings are representative of Kenya only, and more research should 

be done on other countries to understand the nature of these membership 

and engagement patterns across more countries. Nevertheless, Kenya is an 

instructive example to examine further, especially its larger active Facebook 

groups. It seems that membership of these agricultural groups on Facebook is 

widespread. But how do people actually engage in these groups?

  Can you estimate the number of WhatsApp groups focused on agriculture that you are a member of and those you chat in regularly?

Number of groups member of Number of groups chatting in regularly
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There are four key ways users can engage with a Facebook group. The unique 

features of a Facebook group (at least in 2021) allow users to post, comment, 

react, and view content. This order of interactions reflects a decreasing level of 

effort from the user perspective, i.e., moving from posting to viewing.

Posting — requires the most effort, as a user must start a new 

discussion and think about how they are going to engage the wider 

community, often carefully choosing the wording, photos, and timing 

of their activity.

Commenting — still requires some effort, but involves specifically 

reacting to a parent post or comment, thus focusing the attention 

and subgroup with which the user is engaging.

Reacting — requires very minimal effort, entails hitting the “like 

button,” possibly the smallest piece of effort above and beyond 

merely looking at the post.

Viewing — the baseline minimum in the attention economy machine, 

typically characterized by simply scrolling through a feed of posts. 

Viewing is a necessary condition of reacting and commenting, an 

almost inevitable condition of posting. 

Facebook shares no data on the breakdown of types of usage across their 

groups, let alone agricultural groups. However, data shared by an admin of 

a large Facebook farming group in Africa (+100,000 members) provides an 

example of specific in-group dynamics broadly representative of other similar 

groups focused on agriculture (e.g., with the same order of magnitudes in terms 

of membership and level of daily visible engagement).

User engagement increases exponentially when moving to lower-effort 

interaction categories. Data made available to group admins on Facebook 

groups is displayed on an internal dashboard within the platform. This enables 

an analysis of daily post, comment, reaction and viewing data (in aggregate 

and anonymized), including average daily totals for the aforementioned key 

engagement types: 

Average daily posts = 8

Average daily comments = 59 

Average daily reactions = 199 

Average daily views = 11,677

The reach of a large 
Facebook agricultural 
group in Kenya
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Plotting these on an exponential vertical axis in the chart below shows how 

each type of engagement exponentially builds on the last. A modest amount 

of higher-effort input, e.g., posts and comments, can lead to huge numbers of 

lower-effort engagers, i.e. viewers. The total reach of daily views (in this case) 

accounted for just under 10% of all group members, giving some indication of 

daily active use of this Facebook group.

 

Facebook’s business model creates an incentive to generate high 

engagement. The mechanism driving views likely comes from the algorithms 

Facebook uses to generate personalized timelines for each user. The way 

the algorithms operate is essentially a black box. However, the aim of these 

algorithms seems clear: keep users spending time on Facebook habitually 

and for as long as possible, then maximize the opportunity to show users ads 

they are most likely to interact with in ways advertisers will pay for. Facebook 

groups seem to be an increasingly useful part of this larger mechanism, as 

they provide large bodies of content from which Facebook can draw material 

to present to users to keep them on the platform, i.e., as part of individualized 

timelines.

How does these ideas about the basic features of Facebook groups and the 

underlying platform mechanisms that generate group engagement related 

to the concept of social agriculture? Is every interaction inside one of these 

groups an instance of social agriculture, or only some of them? What types 

of activity are occurring more frequently, e.g., information sharing or buying 

and selling? Given the difficulty of getting data from Facebook at present, are 

these questions even answerable? To help answer these tougher questions, the 

following section presents the most sophisticated analysis undertaken as part 

of this research.

 Average daily engagement with a large Facebook agricultural group
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This section analyzes a public Facebook group started in Kenya focused on 

dairy farming. When a user scrolls through the group’s feed, they see many 

examples of the practices defined as central to social agriculture in previous 

sections. The snapshot below left offers a sense of this experience.

Information sharing

• Giving advice. A user shares tips about their experiences of dairy farming, 

talking about the specific setup used in terms of land use for five dairy 

milking cows.

• Asking advice. A user shares a picture of cow excrement and asks for advice 

about what the problem might be.

• Asking advice. A user asks for advice about the milking process and why the 

fat content has changed.

A breakdown of social 
agricultural–related 
activity within a large-
scale Facebook farming 
group in Kenya

 1

 1

 2

 2

 3

 3

A snapshot of the group feed in 

Dairy Farmers Kenya, a public 

group started in November 2013 

focused on dairy farming, stated 

to have 515,000 members as of 

October 2021.

https://archive.md/tCOvb
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Marketing

•  Selling. A user posts a picture of a cow for sale 

and quotes the specifications and asking price, 

along with a contact phone number

•  Buying. A user makes a request to find a calf 

to buy in their area, stating their price range.

This group also shows an interesting trend of 

“influencing.” For the purposes of this research, 

“influencing” is defined as the practice of creating 

content for the purpose of garnering attention, 

building a reputation, and growing an audience. 

The user may be aware that this is what they are 

doing or, in some cases, the drive to generate 

attention may be subconscious. A few examples 

are discussed below.

Influencing

•  A user shares an update to showcase 

that their farming is going well. While the 

influence-building character of this post is 

implicit and subtle, the purpose of such posts 

tends to be generating reactions that help 

boost a user’s reputation and standing in the 

group.

•  A user shares a link to a WhatsApp group 

asking members to join a subgroup focused 

on the topic of poultry farming. They offer 

to send a free online farming guide as an 

incentive to join.

Building on our understanding of what kind of content is being shared in a 

Facebook group focused on agriculture (and noting that the structure of other 

groups appears very similar), we undertook a unique analysis of over 10,000 

posts from the Facebook group shown above. Results are showcased in the 

next section.

 1

 1
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Analyzing the content of 10,000+ posts from a dairy farming 

group in Kenya

 

The post data from the dairy 

farming group over a fixed period 

was anonymized. A labelling 

protocol based on the different 

types of posts outlined above was 

developed. A crowdsourced team 

of labelers, who passed a mini- 

entrance test to establish their 

accuracy in following the labelling 

protocol, was enlisted to produce a 

labelled sample of 10,000 posts. 

The labelled dataset gives a clear indication of the structure of the Facebook 

group in relation to some of the social agriculture–based activities investigated 

in this research

Four main labels were used for each post:

• Marketing: The post was essentially about buying or selling items related to 

the agricultural topic, in this case dairy farming and livestock.

• Information sharing: The post was about requesting or sharing information 

related to the agricultural topic.

• Influencing: The post was about generating a reputation or building an 

audience, where this was clearly related to the agricultural topic.

• Other: The post was off-topic, meaning it is typically spam.

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink
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Of course, there are grey areas in this labeling process; some posts are difficult 

to categorize as they seem to work in multiple ways. The labeling procedure 

was carefully iterated to find a process that generated good results from test 

samples of labelers (which were manually reviewed), where category labels 

were within acceptable margins. The labeling process also sourced results from 

multiple reviewers to provide confidence scores, on average three labels per 

post. The technique used a human-in- the-loop labeling platform specifically 

designed to support building training datasets for training machine learning 

algorithms.

Marketing posts were the most common type. Marketing posts accounted 

for a little over a third of the sample, with information sharing and influencing 

posts accounting for 20% and 12%, respectively.

The group had more relevant content than it did spam by a ratio of 2:1. 

Together, these categories were deemed relevant to the group’s agricultural 

topic, i.e., dairy farming and livestock. It’s important to note that Facebook 

does provide group admins with moderation tools. Typically, a group will have 

a small team of moderators tasked with removing spam or offensive content. 

However, these moderators are typically volunteers doing it in their spare time 

and so many spam posts will slip through. This issue is considered further in the 

discussion of   Some algorithms that underpin social agriculture .

The chart below depicts the daily discuss patterns of the group, including the 

split of different post types on each day over a year.

  Daily discussion patterns in dairy Facebook group from March2017 to Feb 2018
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A breakdown of the  
10,000 posts
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The group’s dynamics looked fairly stable and regular over the time frame 

analyzed. The daily discussion patterns did not notably change in a predictable 

way over the time frame. While the discussion patterns on different days 

fluctuated, the groups post mix shows a relatively durable identity over time.

Labelers provided topic-specific subtags based on the main topic label they 

applied. In particular, when applying a “marketing” label, labelers determined 

whether the post was about buying or selling. If the “information sharing” label 

was applied, subtags included giving advice and asking a question. The insights 

from these subtopic labels are shown below.

     

Selling was the most common type of marketing. Posts were more likely to be 

offering livestock or relevant items for sale (77%) than they were to be about 

buying (23%). This makes sense for large-scale groups, in which sellers perceive 

they have a large audience of relevant customers.

Is this post about buying or selling?  

Selling Buying

77%

23%

Source: Facebook group data, 
learn.ink analysis  

 DOWNLOAD DATA

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KeEqVRCYzB6vC6gDyzCr3_Neogxzbu54bUv7sp4sWOM/edit?usp=sharing
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“Providing answers that are of high quality is one of the most important activities for 

growing groups and generating their appeal in the early days...”

—Facebook Agricultural Group Admin (Kenya)

Posts requesting information were far more common than those providing 

advice. Posts were more likely to be asking for advice (85%) than they were 

to be providing it (15%). Anecdotally, a few group admins said that “providing 

answers that are of high quality is one of the most important activities for 

growing groups and generating their appeal in the early days” of a group’s 

establishment. At a certain critical mass, users start freely sharing information 

with each other more. However, establishing norms of goodwill and generosity 

in freely sharing advice is critical for a group’s success—and can be hard to 

achieve. If this social group dynamic of reciprocal information sharing is lost, 

some admins felt the soul of the group would die with it.

Further insights specific to the topic of dairy farming can be found here for 

those who want to dig further into the data. However, the key takeaway from 

this analysis is that a large-scale Facebook group focused on agriculture can 

contain instances of the practices defined here as characteristic of social 

agriculture. Interestingly, in the example group, practices of information 

sharing and marketing consistently dominated the discussion. By and large, 

it appears that features available to users in these groups can be used very 

successfully for the purposes of social agriculture. Learnings from this 

particular group may well be useful to others building group structures for 

social agriculture.

Is the information post asking a question or giving advice?  

Asking a question Giving advice
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Source: Facebook group data, 
learn.ink analysis 
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In an earlier analysis from 2018, the Farm.ink team examined the dynamics of 

group engagement between men and women. Some of the granular findings 

are shared below and provide interesting context to some of the findings in 

this report.

• Female content creators created 30% fewer posts than men did, but made 

20% more comments.

 

• Comments from women are rated more highly, though not by much.

 

• Women are almost twice as likely to comment with a very positive 

sentiment. This analysis suggests that comments by women are more likely 

to fall into the “words of encouragement” category than comments by men.

 

More findings concerning gender dynamics in social agriculture are explored in 

a later section on   The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya .

The next section explores   Some algorithms that underpin social agriculture  to better 

understand how particular social media platform structures might have 

adverse effects upon social agriculture more broadly.

The gender dynamics  
of group engagement

 Women are more likely to comment and less likely to post
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 Comments by Women are more likely to be liked
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 Comments by Women are more likely to have a positive sentiment
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https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
https://www.notion.so/Some-algorithms-that-underpin-social-agriculture-b056630b0f4640f8aa6b60409f27bc86
https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
https://medium.com/farmink/the-business-case-for-proactively-targeting-female-users-2990970b7357
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Some algorithms  
that underpin  
social agriculture

Temporal messaging queues reflect an intuitive model 

of everyday communication

Algorithmic news feeds fundamentally distort 

information-sharing practices in favor of attention

E-commerce algorithms may distort—or even control— 

the prices of agricultural commodities

Group moderation features place significant power 

in administrators‘ hands

What are the right algorithms and features for 

social agriculture? 

Social agriculture depends upon the logic of social media platforms, which 

largely depend on ad-driven business models. The full extent of algorithms 

and features that power these social media platforms exceed the scope of this 

report, but a few examples have clear bearing on social agriculture.
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Temporal messaging queues 
reflect an intuitive model of 
everyday communication

“Temporal messaging queues” are the most basic example of an influential 

algorithm. This feature underpins some of the major platforms used for social 

agriculture, such as WhatsApp and Telegram.

The technical details of how these queues are implemented are not relevant to 

understanding their impact. The most important aspect of these queues is that 

messages are brought to a viewer’s attention based on the time they were sent.

 

People often seek this predictable design in social agriculture. The temporal 

messaging queue reflects an intuitive model of everyday communication, i.e., 

the message at the top of the stack of messages which grabs a user’s attention 

is simply the last thing sent. These models are intuitive, predictable, and easy 

for users to understand as everyday communication utilities. Tools that use this 

messaging paradigm have become critical for everyday agricultural practices, 

like sending instructions to a farm manager or taking orders from customers. 

This model serves as an important contrast to the very different model of 

“algorithmic news feeds.”

Group feed
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A diagram of how basic 
messaging queues work.
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Algorithmic news feeds 
fundamentally distort 
information‑sharing practices 
in favor of attention

Most social media platforms employ some form of news feed feature. This 

acts as a personalized front page for every user, where information presented 

at the top of the feed to each person is carefully orchestrated by algorithms. 

Platforms like Facebook and Douyin use this model.

News feeds are critical to these platforms’ advertising business models. The 

way these feeds work is opaque, as compared to the simple messaging queue 

model outlined above. These systems required complex software architectures 

from their earliest incarnations. (Facebook first released the news feed in 

2006). The video below explains how Facebook’s current news feed is powered 

by machine learning to score posts based on “signals” (such as user likes). The 

video claims this work enables Facebook to personalize the news feed for 

every user with “the content that matters most to them.”

 

 Facebook news feed: Personalized ranking with machine learning  

Source: FacebookFacebook

https://www.infoq.com/presentations/Facebook-Software-Stack/
https://www.infoq.com/presentations/Facebook-Software-Stack/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=264352435037706
https://www.facebook.com/Engineering/videos/264352435037706/
https://engineering.fb.com/2021/01/26/ml-applications/news-feed-ranking/
https://www.facebook.com/Engineering/videos/264352435037706/
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There are reasons to doubt that Facebook’s 

algorithm straightforwardly personalizes 

our news feed to show us posts that matter 

most to us. The company’s business objective 

is better described as maximizing “time on 

device,” a term taken from the gambling 

industry to measure the performance of 

slot machines. In fact, news feed algorithm 

design has been inspired by concepts from 

slot machine design, such as irregular or 

intermittent reward schedules to keep users 

hooked. These algorithms maximize attention, 

not content value, from a user perspective.

Time on device is misaligned with the requirements of better information 

exchange. If such news feed algorithms are designed to maximize time on 

device, this is problematic for social agriculture. As discussed in   Examining 

large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya , information sharing in large agricultural 

groups accounted for a significant share of posts. Moreover, when asked about 

  The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya , agricultural workers reported 

that “getting farming tips” was their main activity, suggesting that information 

exchange observed in groups was “what matters most” to users.

Agriculture is complex, and farmers require reliable and accurate advice. 

However, as one Kenyan agronomist put it, “there is a lot of wrong information 

on Facebook.” This perspective is shared by an academic who found issues with 

the quality and accuracy of information being shared on Facebook agricultural 

groups in Sub-Saharan Africa. To what extent are Facebook’s algorithms at 

fault for this? Unfortunately, the needs of a farmer to get the correct answer 

to her agronomic question are fundamentally misaligned with a system 

designed to maximize her time on device. Even if platforms like Facebook 

have the means to provide better answers to farmers’ agronomic questions, 

they (and their algorithms) may lack the incentive to do so. Indeed, some have 

noted how novelty may drive the spread of falsity on social media platforms. 

This same novelty may drive lower quality agricultural information exchange. 

Contentious and inaccurate information might better stoke the emotions of 

farming audiences and generate views than factually correct answers would. 

This might be good for social media’s attention economy, but it is bad for 

farmers’ information ecosystem.

Intermittent reward mechanisms 
generate more “time spent 
playing”, play with a great play with a great 
interactive demointeractive demo to learn more
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/aug/23/social-media-addiction-gambling
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/aug/23/social-media-addiction-gambling
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/datablog/ng-interactive/2017/sep/28/hooked-how-pokies-are-designed-to-be-addictive
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/datablog/ng-interactive/2017/sep/28/hooked-how-pokies-are-designed-to-be-addictive
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/datablog/ng-interactive/2017/sep/28/hooked-how-pokies-are-designed-to-be-addictive
https://www.notion.so/The-experience-of-social-agriculture-from-users-in-Kenya-4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
https://www.notion.so/4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
https://www.notion.so/4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
https://www.notion.so/4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABz98XtcIU&t=382s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABz98XtcIU&t=382s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABz98XtcIU&t=382s
https://news.mit.edu/2018/study-twitter-false-news-travels-faster-true-stories-0308
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/datablog/ng-interactive/2017/sep/28/hooked-how-pokies-are-designed-to-be-addictive
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/datablog/ng-interactive/2017/sep/28/hooked-how-pokies-are-designed-to-be-addictive
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Indeed, when asked to share their opinions about Facebook, survey 

participants from Kenya described the tension between a vapid attention 

economy and useful information exchange for agriculture:

“Facebook being without many restrictions and global is prone to fraud information for 

the sake of making sales.”

Joni, student from Nakuru

“A closed community is needed for a farming group whose main agenda is people 

sharing honestly and exchanging useful information. Most groups end up being one 

sided where the main objective becomes selling farming inputs.”

Catherine, farmer from Nairobi

Facebook’s news feed algorithm might be a great asset to an ad-driven 

business model, but may also be an impediment to serving the information 

exchange needs within social agriculture.
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E‑commerce algorithms may 
distort—or even control—
the prices of agricultural 
commodities

In China, some of the biggest players in social agriculture are e-commerce 

platforms that fall into the “social and group shopping” category. These 

platforms create algorithms to power personalized recommendation engines. 

Examples include Pinduoduo and Taobao.

The video below illustrates Pinduoduo’s user interface. The narrator makes the 

interesting point that:

“People usually go to Pinduoduo without a clear idea of what they want to buy and 

just browse for fun ... Pinduoduo is a browsing- centric product not a search-centric 

product.”

 How Pinduoduo (PDD) works  

A video explainer of the 
Pinduoduo app interfaceinterface.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zbskb0KMBUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zbskb0KMBUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zbskb0KMBUU
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While these personalized recommendation engines might seem innocuous, 

some claim that traditional informal sales networks are deteriorating as 

rural agricultural communities move to e-commerce in China. They see these 

informal networks as offering a balanced distribution of power between actors, 

including multiple middlemen working in these systems.

“E-commerce, on the other hand, is strictly institutionalized, and algorithms promote 

a few crops with outstanding sales or profit margins over all others. Further, the 

platforms are natural monopolies, and rural communities have no power to bargain 

with them in comparison as they would with brokers in an informal network.”

Researcher Liu Weiqi

Moreover, e-commerce recommendation engines have the power to disrupt 

agricultural prices. When commenting on the success of their group-buying 

model (outlined in the image below), a Pinduoduo spokesperson said:

“It helped us aggregate a large number of orders in a short period of time, so we could 

become a meaningful buyer of fresh produce. At one point we were influencing the 

market prices of fresh produce because we were such large buyers.”

 We re-invented the team purchase model to promote interactions between users  

Source: Pinduoduo investor deckPinduoduo investor deck.

https://technode.com/2020/01/27/rural-e-commerce-is-making-chinese-farmers-more-vulnerable/
https://technode.com/2020/01/27/rural-e-commerce-is-making-chinese-farmers-more-vulnerable/
https://agfundernews.com/pinduoduo-is-focusing-on-foodtech-after-overtaking-alibaba-to-hit-profitability
https://investor.pinduoduo.com/static-files/468b2c9f-9112-410d-84b3-2b22e07c7ee0
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The situation becomes even more complex when Pinduoduo links the app’s 

in-game features to real fruit purchasing programs. They claim that “60 million 

daily active users receive 1 million kilograms of fruit everyday.” The situation 

for farmers on the ground can look different, and some say that they’re buying 

ads on the Pinduoduo platform to promote their produce. This isn’t always 

successful, as one report highlights:

“Yang Lin sold 30 tons of apples per month on the platform in 2019, but says he ‘made 

no money’ on Pinduoduo, especially after factoring in the ads he bought on the site to 

attract consumers. He thinks he could have made a profit on Pinduoduo if he sold more 

apples, but he quit because that tipping point seemed too elusive.”

If algorithms can rapidly dictate prices, and platforms can quickly disrupt 

existing market power dynamics, then new market dynamics in social 

agriculture are far from straightforward. These shifts must be assessed to 

determine how they are affecting the ecosystem of connected agricultural 

livelihoods.

A video explainer from 

Pinduoduo that explains how 

in-game features result in real 

produce purchases

https://stories.pinduoduo-global.com/articles/pinduoduo-recognized-for-work-on-alleviating-poverty-in-china
https://www.wired.com/story/chinas-quiet-ecommerce-giant-thrives-fresh-produce/
https://www.wired.com/story/chinas-quiet-ecommerce-giant-thrives-fresh-produce/
https://www.wired.com/story/chinas-quiet-ecommerce-giant-thrives-fresh-produce/
https://youtu.be/I60bP8yBTI0
https://youtu.be/I60bP8yBTI0
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Group moderation features 
place significant power in 
administrators‘ hands

The proliferation of spam, misinformation, and abuse on social media means 

that content moderation is often an essential part of running a digital group. 

Social media platforms typically provide features for the “admins” and 

“moderators” of groups to control the content and membership of those groups.

Facebook recently announced a swathe of new tools to help community 

builders manage and nurture their groups. A few example of features offered 

to admins are given below.

• Admins can “restrict people who don’t qualify to participate based on several 

options, such as how long they’ve had a Facebook account or how long they 

have been a member of the group.”

• Admins can “reduce promotional content by declining posts and comments 

with specific links.”

• “In situations where it may be helpful to slow down a conversation, admins 

can temporarily limit how often specific group members can comment, and 

control how often comments can be made on certain posts that admins 

select.”

A helpful instructor from Nigeria provides an overview of some of the 

functionalities of these tools in the video to the left. He showcases how admins 

can automatically decline posts based on preset criteria such as keywords.

These admin features are powerful. They often give a single individual 

unilateral control over membership and speech within a group. Unfortunately, 

there are many reports where this power is abused, especially where admins 

have vested interests to promote or conceal certain information, or even bar 

competition from engaging with the community. Communities themselves have 

no democratic power, and so live inside mini-dictatorships architected by the 

Facebook group feature design. While Facebook may have invested heavily in 

researching and designing these features for group admins, they are required 

to take a “one size fits all” approach. Facebook has no other option here if 

groups are to be offered as a global feature serving every possible use case. 

However, this can seriously limit the viability and efficacy of their features.

A video explainer of the new 

Facebook admin assist tools.

https://about.fb.com/news/2021/06/new-tools-to-help-group-admins-manage-their-communities/
https://about.fb.com/news/2021/06/new-tools-to-help-group-admins-manage-their-communities/
https://about.fb.com/news/2021/06/new-tools-to-help-group-admins-manage-their-communities/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=om2IKGzCaNo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=om2IKGzCaNo
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Social agriculture has distinctive requirements, and   The experience of social 

agriculture from users in Kenya  helps refine those needs further. It’s not clear that 

Facebook’s unilateral admin features help promote the support structures that 

are valuable in social agriculture, and it will be interesting to hear more from 

individual farmers and others about their experiences on the “sharp end” of 

these features.

What are the right algorithms and features for 

social agriculture?

This section highlighted a small sample of relevant platform features, 

explaining how they impact social agriculture. In general, the features 

examined here are contentious and potentially orthogonal to the spirit of social 

agriculture. This report purposefully avoids proposing the “right” algorithms 

and feature sets for social agriculture. This issue will require much more 

research. If nothing else, however, ideally some of the insights in this (and 

other) sections spur others to engage this “million-dollar question” head on.

The next section illuminates   The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya  

generated from a set of more than 300 survey participants. As established 

throughout this report, in a country like Kenya, social agriculture is big, and a 

significant amount of it is happening in Facebook groups, but what exactly do 

users think of it?



The Ecosystem of “Social Agriculture”

The experience of 
social agriculture 
from users in Kenya

Surveying social media users interested in agriculture 

in Kenya 

Notes on survey method

How critical is Facebook to everyday agricultural livelihoods 

in Kenya?

The dependence of agriculture on social media in Kenya

The main activities of agricultural users on social media 

in Kenya

Information sharing and influencing (not marketing)  

are the dominant activities. 

Agricultural buying and selling on social media in Kenya

Trust and safety on social media in Kenya for those working 

in agriculture

People working in agriculture rate Facebook as 

“least trustworthy”

Widespread bullying and abuse online is concerning

Illuminating perspectives from participants 
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Surveying social media users 
interested in agriculture in 
Kenya

Justification for a focus on Kenya was explained in the section   Examining large-

scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya . This section expands upon these findings 

with results from a survey of more than 300 participants taken from a wide 

sample of Kenyans working in agriculture using social media. Participants 

included a mix of genders, age groups, and occupations including farmers, 

agronomists and agricultural students. Using the survey we aimed to tackle 

some of the questions below:

• How critical is Facebook to everyday agricultural livelihoods in Kenya? 

The survey found that Facebook was the most important platform for social 

agriculture in Kenya. However, audiences in North America and Europe 

increasingly want to leave or reduce dependence on Facebook. Is this finding 

mirrored in the survey results from Kenya?

• How do people value different practices in social agriculture? As discussed 

in the previous section   Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya , 

marketing is a dominant activity on large-scale Facebook groups (at least 

by post volume). Information sharing is prominent (particularly information 

requests). What do users prioritize in their own minds when it comes to 

marketing versus information sharing?

• What are users’ perceptions of trust and safety? Facebook has suffered a 

crisis of trust globally. Is this finding reflected in the experience of people 

using it in relation to their everyday agricultural work in Kenya?

• How do different groups experience social agriculture in Kenya? Is the 

experience of social agriculture different for men than for women? Are there 

differences based on age, or type of occupation in agriculture (e.g., farmer vs. 

agronomist)?

Creation. Participants received a digital survey built on the microlearning 

platform Learn.ink. The survey’s appearance to participants appears in the 

example on the right. An engaging conversational user experience was mixed 

with images and videos to help achieve impressive completion rates. More than 

300 survey completion were quickly and efficiently generated.

Notes on survey method

https://theconversation.com/why-people-leave-facebook-and-what-it-tells-us-about-the-future-of-social-media-128952
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/29/technology/meta-facebook-zuckerberg.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/29/technology/meta-facebook-zuckerberg.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/29/technology/meta-facebook-zuckerberg.html
http://learn.ink/
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Sharing. A Facebook advertising campaign targeted users over 18 years of 

age living in Kenya with an interest in agriculture (i.e., the FBinAg audience 

specification used in earlier analysis). The other half of the total number of 

participants was obtained by asking a small group of Kenyan farmers and 

agronomists working on social media to share the survey with their own 

networks of agricultural contacts, targeting those that used social media for 

agricultural purposes.

Gender parity. The survey sample achieved close to a 50:50 split of male to 

female users. (Data showed that surveys delivered via social media campaigns 

in Kenya to the target audience naturally skewed 70:30 toward men without 

intervention). Two tools were employed to counteract this skew: (1) campaigns 

that exclusively targeted women on Facebook and (2) specific requests to 

individuals to source a 50:50 mix of men and women.

Sample occupational mix. Participants included wide variety of individuals 

working in agriculture. This was reflected when users described their role in 

agriculture (as seen in the chart below). The three major occupations of users 

were:

• Farmers (44%)

• Agronomists (24%)

• Students (14%)

 

 

 

 Which of the below categories would best describe your role in agriculture?
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Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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51.5% Male 48.5% Female

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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Split of users by sex

https://www.notion.so/4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
https://www.notion.so/4e114559a6b14be3bd9ed7527897cecc
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
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How critical is Facebook 
to everyday agricultural 
livelihoods in Kenya?

Overall, users reported that social media has been good for farming. Three-

quarters of participants said that a time before social media and farming was 

worse than their current situation; only 7% thought farming was better without 

social media. This finding was consistent across gender, age, and occupation. 

In addition, when asked about the general experience of social media, people 

rated it over 4 out of 5 on average across every group.

This point should be reemphasized for a balanced analysis in what follows:

Social media is perceived as a net positive for farming in Kenya by those 

working in agriculture. This doesn’t mean social media is working perfectly 

(as shown below), but there are lessons that should be taken from what is 

working well (as well as not so well) for agriculture.

 

 

 

 If you imagine a time farming before social media how does it compare to the current situation?

It was better before social media It was worse before social mediaI can’t say

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

N = 314

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
 DOWNLOAD DATA
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Source: Learn.ink farmer survey  
 DOWNLOAD DATA

How would you describe 
your experience on social 
media?

http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
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Facebook dominates usage in farming. Over 60% of people said they 

Facebook was their favored platform for social media when it came to farming, 

as well as believing it was the most important. This finding was consistent 

across gender, age, and occupation. Overall, Facebook’s dominance was 

surprisingly high given the many examples from the literature review citing 

other platforms, notably WhatsApp.

 

People aren’t likely to leave social media any time soon. A staggering 95% of 

people said they will “always remain” on social media, as opposed to “wanting 

to leave soon” or even “leaving eventually.” This was consistent across genders, 

age, and occupation. These findings contrast with findings from North America 

and Europe that suggest people are increasingly weary of Facebook and 

seeking ways to reduce their usage of the platform or stop entirely.

This raises a question for those involved in agriculture in Kenya: what are the 

reasons for staying on a social media platform like Facebook?

 

 What is the most important platform for farming in Kenya? What is your favourite?
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Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
 DOWNLOAD DATA

 How long do you plan to stay on social media?
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Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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https://theconversation.com/why-people-leave-facebook-and-what-it-tells-us-about-the-future-of-social-media-128952
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
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The availability of useful agricultural information, markets, and networks 

at scale drives value. After participants reported their favored platform, the 

survey asked them to explain their choice. When choosing Facebook, people 

often mentioned the value of information sharing and marketplace interactions, 

typically conducted in groups. People also regularly mentioned that Facebook 

simply reached more people in rural communities, enabling the platform to 

get the attention of farmers. These findings are consistent with the analysis 

  Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya , which found that marketing 

and information sharing dominated a large group’s discussion. Some examples 

of participants’ reasons for choosing Facebook are cited below.

Why select Facebook as the most important platform for farming?

“Because that’s where most people 

are and there is a lot of agricultural 

information.”

— Julius, farmer from Bomet

“Because of the market place and 

the ability to have a Facebook group 

or page to sell or even learn from 

agronomists and other farmers.”

—Carol, farmer from Makueni

“90% of Kenyans has Facebook 

accounts so it’s easy to connect and 

communicate.”

—Bernice, farmer from Nakuru

“It can be accessed by even 

the common farmers and can 

accommodate a larger number of 

people.”

—George, student from Kericho

“Has a network of many different 

groups of people i.e there are buyers, 

sellers and farmers ... so I get a lot 

of information from the farming 

groups.”

— Charity, farmer from 

Elgeyo‑Marakwet

“It is easy to advertise your products 

for Facebook is used by many people.”

Paul, farmer from Elgeyo‑Marakwet

“Because there can be live 

interaction of experts with farmers 

on matters education into better 

farming practices... I have witnessed 

such occasions and they are very 

empowering.”

Steven, farm manager from Laikipia

“Most people in rural areas are fond 

of Facebook mostly. Hence it’s easy 

to get attention of the farmers ... they 

can view it even after a long period of 

time unlike WhatsApp where status 

expires after 24hours. 

 Though [WhatsApp] is also 

important ... Facebook reaches out to 

many people.”

Gerald, farmer from Bungoma

“Because that’s where you interact 

with most farmers all over the world.”

Gladys, farmer from Kiambu

“Because a big number of people can 

see your post even those whom aren’t 

your friends.”

Joy, student from Embu
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Social media is a tool people depend on in within agriculture. Almost three 

in four people said they “must be on” social media in relation to their farming 

activity, as opposed to feeling that they were on it because they wanted to 

be. This surprising finding shows that there may be hidden “lock-in” effects 

that powerfully affect agricultural workers in Kenya when using social media 

platforms like Facebook. Findings were consistent across genders, age, and 

occupation.

Dependencies were often income based, but also more wide reaching. 

The survey revealed that three in four people engaged in social media in 

the evenings for the purposes of agriculture. Coincidentally, the survey was 

released shortly after Facebook’s major outage on October 4, 2021. This 

outage left farmers and others unable to access the platform for many hours in 

the evening; the survey also asked participants about this experience.

A majority—84%—of survey participants noticed the outage. One in two 

people said the outage affected them negatively in relation to their work in 

agriculture.

   Was your work in agriculture affected by the recent Facebok/WhatsApp outage?

The dependence of 
agriculture on social 
media in Kenya
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No, I didn't noticeYes, but it caused me no problemYes, it affected me negatively
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Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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74%  I must be on it,  

else I’ll miss out

26%  I don’t have to be on it,  

but I want to be

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey  
 DOWNLOAD DATA

Do you feel you must or want 
to be on social media when it 
comes to farming?

Kenyans discuss the social media 

outage of October 4, 2021

https://blog.cloudflare.com/october-2021-facebook-outage/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
http://learn.ink/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QgncLrFKAauFoQCJzrKnA11g0InQibt_JqTdzatP8f8/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/_pggBnkGpis?t=71
https://youtu.be/_pggBnkGpis?t=71
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Common reports included:

• A loss of income and business related to agriculture.

• Missed learning opportunities related to agriculture.

• A general disruption of operations related to agriculture.

“I was to make an order of farms 

inputs through WhatsApp, but that 

didn’t happen.”

Fredrick, farm manager from Narok

“I always do farm input marketing via 

WhatsApp and Facebook, as a result 

of the outage, I experienced a small 

reduction on my agricultural produce 

business.”

Boniface, student from Elgeyo‑

Marakwet

“I take my vegetable orders via 

WhatsApp, when it failed , I had to 

call them personally.”

Joni, student from Nakuru

“I was to sell my Broiler’s chicken 

on the following day and the client 

wanted samples of which I never 

sent due to WhatsApp and Facebook 

shutdown.”

Thomas, agronomist from  

Elgeyo‑Marakwet

“I was not able to get ideas I had 

saved there.”

Paul, farmer from Elgeyo‑Nakuru

“My day to day reliance on both 

platforms is a reality, that day I 

missed a lot including the knowledge 

I usually obtain from a page on 

Facebook.”

Felix, farmer from Elgeyo‑Marakwet

“I was to send a video of myself 

preparing the farm ready to plant 

vegetables to a new interested 

acquaintance.”

Fred, farmer from Murang’a

“As a student most of ours 

communications are made via the 

social media accounts especially 

WhatsApp. 

 Reception of documents was 

delayed as a result of the outage.  

All meetings on the platform had to 

be postponed.”

Winny, student from Homa Bay

“I couldn’t interact with other farmers 

who have become family.”

Esther, farmer from Meru
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Most people report that income in agriculture depends upon social 

media. A significant 57% of participants said that if social media 

was to be shut down it would negatively affect their income from 

agriculture.

 

This finding of income dependence did not vary significantly across gender 

or age, but did across occupation. Three of four agronomists said a shutdown 

would affect income, while only roughly one in two farmers and students said 

this would happen. This makes sense, since agronomists typically depend on 

reaching many farmers to generate income, so would conceivably use social 

networks more heavily than either students or farmers. Nevertheless, social 

media dependence was significant across all occupational categories.

Social media platforms (e.g., Facebook) don’t formally sync up with payment 

infrastructure (e.g., MPESA) in Kenya, so why do so many report an income-

related dependence on social media? The simple answer might be marketplaces. 

As discussed throughout this report, Facebook groups are being used as 

marketing channels for selling agricultural goods and services. While payments 

likely depend on MPESA or cash, the large marketplaces are on Facebook, and 

lack of access to these channels may well adversely affect income.

“Social media has helped me connect to more farmers and move my financial zcapacity 

significantly so it is an important tool to have.”

Anna, farmer from Kiambu

 If social media was shut down today, will that affect any income you make in agriculture?

Yes NoMaybe
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N = 310

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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It’s not clear how social media is affecting income for those working in 

agriculture. Participants generally see social media as a positive development 

for agriculture, thus a positive effect on financial outcomes could be assumed. 

However, one in three people said they experienced financial losses in 

agriculture in relation to social media.

This finding was generally consistent across all groups, and it’s not clear 

whether this represents business as usual in agriculture or losses that could 

have been avoided. Exactly how these economic losses are linked to social 

media is a question for further qualitative research.

Some participants shared concerning stories about financial losses, often 

centered around conmen and the challenge of knowing who to trust on social 

media.

“If you met on Facebook you can look how active that account looks but if you suspect 

its a pseudo just run otherwise u might loose everything.”

Erick, farmer from Kiambu

“I almost delivered 2 tonnes of Onions to a conman in Nairobi I am glad I sensed the 

danger before delivering This could have brought my farming business on its knees.”

Eunice, farmer from Meru

Issues of trust are explored further in a section below. Before turning to these 

issues of trust, however, a closer look at the activities participants said they 

engaged in on social media related to agriculture is necessary.
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The main activities of 
agricultural users on social 
media in Kenya

Information sharing and influencing are the main activities in 

agriculture on social media. Seventy-three percent of users said 

requesting information (e.g., in the form of tips) was their main 

activity on social media when it came to agriculture. Twenty percent 

said influencing others was their main activity. Only 6% said buying 

and selling was their main activity.

 

This finding was consistent across gender and age. However, there were 

differences across occupation; agronomists were more likely to be influencing 

rather than requesting tips. This makes sense given agronomists are generally 

advisors to farmers.

 

Information sharing 
and influencing (not 
marketing) are the 
dominant activities.

 What best describes your main activity on social media when it comes to agriculture?
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Information sharing dominates mind- share but not post-share. Survey results 

suggest that information sharing and influencing are the dominant activities. 

This contrasts with the finding that most post content (by volume) in large 

agricultural groups concerns buying and selling. Why might this be?

 

One explanation comes from the fact that most of the activity people engage 

in is “viewing” rather than “posting” in these groups. In fact, examining 

engagement data in one such group showed that one post generated 

approximately 1,000 views. The high proportion of people who claimed that 

their main activity is “getting farming tips” reveals the unequal value of posts 

by type in these groups. Information-sharing posts, while accounting for 

roughly 20% of volume, will likely account for most of the value as perceived 

by group users. There appears to be an important connection between 

information sharing and marketing—the value created by the former may well 

create the foundation for a group which facilitates the latter.

 Types of post in group from March 2017 to February 2018

Marketing posts Information sharing posts Influencing posts Other posts

37.9%

20.0%

11.9%

30.2%

Source: Facebook group data, 
Learn.ink analysis  
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Surprisingly, information is the top item people buy on social media. 

The surprising role of “information” goes even deeper—one in two people 

reported that information was the top thing they bought on social media 

related to agriculture. Although the dominance of buying agricultural inputs 

was expected, it was mentioned less often than information purchasing. 

Interestingly, this finding contradicts some of the literature on digital 

agriculture which finds that “individual farmers usually are not in a position or 

willing to pay for digital agro information services.” The findings of the survey 

suggest there may be a missed opportunity to better understand the nature 

and value of information gaps for those working in agriculture in Kenya.

 

Agricultural buying and 
selling on social media 
in Kenya 

  What is the top thing you buy  

on social media related to agriculture?

  What is the top thing you sell  

on social media related to agriculture?
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Produce is in the top selling spot, but information and services are high. One 

in three people said produce is the top thing they sell on social media, but one 

in four said the top item they sold was advice. This suggests that there may 

be a fairly large fragmented market of information and service providers. 

Presumably, this market is largely serving farmers, but little is known about 

the composition and nature of this set of services. Social media appears to 

be a fertile basis for this industry, and it would be interesting to understand 

how many of these services existed before social media and adapted to life 

on the platform versus how many originated as opportunities on the basis of 

affordances of social media platforms alone. Further research on the efficacy of 

these services and the experiences of people who purchase them is also vital.

 

 

Occupation creates the biggest differences in buying and selling trends. The 

top buying and selling trends remained largely unchanged across gender and 

age. However, varying occupation yielded different trends. Agronomists were 

far more likely to sell advice and services, while farmers were more likely to 

sell produce. Interestingly, three in four agronomists said the top thing they 

bought was information, but this might make sense since the top thing they sell 

is advice. Exactly how agronomists are adding value to such information would 

be an interesting area of further investigation.

  What is the top thing you buy  

on social media related to agriculture?

  What is the top thing you sell  

on social media related to agriculture?
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Trust and safety on social 
media in Kenya for those 
working in agriculture

Facebook was voted less trustworthy than Kenyan Mobile Operator 

(Safaricom) or the Kenyan Department of Agriculture. When asked about 

what large organizations affect their work in agriculture, participants often 

talked about Facebook, Safaricom (Kenya’s biggest mobile network operator), 

and the Kenyan Department of Agriculture. The survey asked which of these 

organizations participants trusted the most and trusted the least.

• 42% trusted Safaricom the most, 40% trusted the Department of Agriculture 

the most, and 18% trusted Facebook the most.

• Conversely, 40% trusted Facebook the least, while 34% trusted the 

Department of Agriculture the least and 26% trusted Safaricom the least.

Lower trust in Facebook is potentially surprising given that the majority of 

participants said that farming in a time before social media was worse — so 

why did Facebook get a relatively poor trust rating?

Scamming and disinformation were frequently cited as reasons for 

lower trust in Facebook. Participants were asked to explain their 

reasons for saying Facebook was the least trustworthy organization. 

A selection of responses are shown below.

“Facebook being without many 

restrictions and global is prone 

to fraud information for the sake 

of making sales, hence the least 

trusted.”

Joni, student from Nakuru

“Facebook bloggers are just 

interested with seeking fame.”

Gabriel, student from Laikipia

“Safaricom can reverse your money 

if someone tries to con you, but on 

Facebook people can give misleading 

information.”

Jackson, farmer from Kiambu

“Safaricom prints its statement 

regularly while in Facebook there are 

many liars.”

Mishek, student from Kiambu

People working in 
agriculture rate Facebook 
as “least trustworthy” 

18% I trust Facebook the most 

40% I trust Facebook the least

N = 309

Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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“They can easily accommodate 

scammers.”

Wilson, farmer from Murang’a

“There is a lot of wrong information 

on Facebook.”

Alex, agronomist from Kirinyaga

“Facebook may share private data 

with other global data companies but 

Safaricom is trusted in Kenya.”

Isaac, student from Kiambu

“Am so passionate about agriculture 

and so I trust the department [of 

agriculture] so much ... Facebook I 

least trust it because we have culprit 

of lies.”

Nancy, agronomist from Nyandarua

“Kenya department of agriculture is 

approved and you can trust it where 

else Facebook you can be conned you 

can’t trust it 100%.”

Symon, Farm Manager from Murang’a

 

There is “50/50 trust” in information and people on Facebook. When it comes 

to agricultural discussion on Facebook, one participant put it as follows:

“Facebook is not necessarily verified ... most of the information provided by the users 

are opinions which is 50/50.”

Joe, farmer from Kiambu

This view is largely reflected across all participants, who assessed that the 

information and people on Facebook are trustworthy just over 50% of the 

time. While 50/50 trust in a system doesn’t sound terrible, when combined 

with earlier findings of a strong dependence of agricultural workers on social 

media (including for part of their income), this level of trust highlights concerns 

with the suitability of social media platforms to support agricultural livelihoods 

in Kenya (and elsewhere).

  What proportion of information and people (related to agriculture) do you find trustworthy on social media?

Information (related to Ag) People (related to Ag)
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Source: Learn.inkLearn.ink farmer survey 
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Three in four people reported that they have seen bullying or 

abusive behavior on social media in relation to agriculture. 

Investigating further will be important, but must be handled 

delicately as many participants are likely reticent to share the  

details of their experiences for fear of repercussions.

 

Women are perceived to be the targets of abuse on social media relating 

to agriculture. Most participants believed that women and younger people 

suffered the most from bullying or abuse on social media. Some of the reasons 

given for this were concerning.

 

“Society tend to undermine 

woman’s professional knowledge in 

agriculture.”

Daisy, Agronomist from Embu

“Because some men on social media 

will use bullying abusive language 

related to body shaming when they 

don’t agree with a woman’s point of 

view”

Lydia, Student from Kiambu

Widespread bullying 
and abuse online is 
concerning

 Do you ever see bullying or abusive behaviour on social media in agricultural?
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Personal reports of abuse show parity between men and women. When 

participants were asked whether they had personally experienced bullying 

or abuse, the results were different across gender. One in four participants 

reported being a victim, but this was consistent across gender and age. Nothing 

further was asked about the nature or severity of experiences of bullying or 

abuse, and the fact that people thought women and younger people were 

more adversely affected warrants further investigation here. Either way, it’s 

deeply concerning that personal experiences of bullying or abuse occurred so 

frequently across participants.

 

Three in four participants said they had 

reported abusive posts or people to Facebook. 

Presumably, many of these reports involve 

documenting disinformation, conning 

practices, or abuse/bullying. This level of 

reporting is high and demonstrates that most 

participants are trying to bring concerning 

practices to Facebook’s attention.

 Have you ever been the victim of bullying or abuse on social media?
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Illuminating perspectives 
from participants

At the end of the survey, participants were asked if they had any final thoughts 

to add about social media and its use in agriculture in Kenya. Here are some of 

their insights explaining what’s going well in social agriculture and what needs 

improvement.

What’s going well when it comes to social agriculture?

“Agriculture is a great adventure and 

through social media i have learnt 

of new crops, products, farming 

technologies.”

Cynthia, student from Meru

“I’ve met some friends online that 

motivated and pushed me to own my 

land, that am currently developing and 

working to becoming self sufficient 

by growing own food and raising own 

animals.”

Kipkorir, farmer from Kwale

“Through social media I have visited 

several farmers for benchmarking 

services and this has really helped me 

in gaining major skills.”

Margaret, farmer from Kiambu

“I’ve been able to make numerous 

connection on social media which 

have proved to be beneficial down 

the line.”

Brian, agronomist from Kirinyaga

What should be improved when it comes to social agriculture?

“If we could positively use the social 

media platforms, we stand to gain 

from all angles. We can access 

information which will help improve 

farming practices thus greater 

produce. It creates a platform to 

purchase and sell all farming related 

materials from inputs to produce.”

Dennis, farmer from Kirinyaga

“Let social media be platforms where 

we share useful information rather 

than abuse.”

Bramwel, farmer from Kisii

“A closed community is needed for a 

farming group whose main agenda 

is people sharing honestly and 

exchanging useful information. Most 

groups end up being one sided where 

the main objective becomes selling 

farming inputs.”

 Catherine, farmer from Nairobi

“The general population is quite 

skeptical about conducting 

transactions based on social media. 

This has to be corrected for agriculture 

to greatly benefit from social media 

inventions.”

Arnold, agronomist from Kiambu
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The size of social agriculture 
versus digital agriculture in 
Sub‑Saharan Africa

An earlier section,  What is “social agriculture” and why should we care? , highlighted a 

distinction between “social agriculture” and “digital agriculture.” The latter 

was understood as “digital platforms created by foreign and local tech firms ... 

promoted as generating opportunities for farmers, shaping a vision of digitised 

agriculture.” The previous section argued that these two were different. 

Therefor, this section asks: which category—social agriculture or digital 

agriculture—is actually reaching more people?

 

The size of digital agriculture  
in Sub-Saharan Africa

 Solutions and registered users (millions) by sub-region of HQ and sub-region of primary focus 

27 solutions headquartered in
the G5 Sahel, account for 573k 
users. Another 33 solutions 
have users in the region

Registered users Solutions by primary region

Users

HQ: 124

Focus: 146

21.0M

21.8M

Solutions

EASTERN AFRICA 

Users

HQ: 43

Focus: 46

3.9M

5.8M

Solutions

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Users

HQ: 18

Focus: 20

0.60M

0.85M

Solutions

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Users

HQ: 145

Focus: 162

3.1M

4.3M

Solutions

WESTERN AFRICA 

EOY 2018

Source: Digitalisation of African Digitalisation of African 
Agriculture Report 2018–2019.Agriculture Report 2018–2019.
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A recent report on the Digitalisation of African Agriculture provides an 

extensive overview of digital agriculture (D4Ag) services and draws on a 

database “that tracks 390 active D4Ag solutions in Sub-Saharan Africa.” A list 

of the top 20 solutions (by registered users) in the report is provided below.

  Top 20 solutions by number of registered users

SOLUTION NAME ~ REGISTERED USERS (2018) PRIMARY USE CASE

Ethiopia 80-28 hotline 4,000,000 Advisory services

Viamo 3-2-1 (multiple solutions) 3,000,000 Advisory services

n-Frnds 2,000,000 Advisory services

TCS InteGra 2,000,000 Advisory services

ACRE Africa 1,700,000 Financial inclusion

Bank of Kigali/TecHouse 1,500,000 Financial inclusion

WeFarm 1,400,000 Advisory services

Orange (multiple solutions) 1,300,000 Advisory services

ZIAMIS 1,150,000 Advisory services

Econet EcoFarmer 1,000,000 Advisory services

Esoko Digital Farmer Service 1,000,000 Advisory services

Safaricom DigiFarm 950,000 Market linkage

Arifu 900,000 Advisory services

iCow 821,800 Advisory services

Pula 611,000 Financial inclusion

Waterwatch Cooperative 500,000 Advisory services

Digital Green 500,000 Advisory services

Agroforce/Virtual City 500,000 Supply chain management

RATIN 400,000 Advisory services

KCB MobiGrow 380,000 Market linkage

https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/101498
https://www.notion.so/Ethiopia-80-28-hotline-966d525ac9c842ce9892d4c0e80c18b1
https://www.notion.so/Viamo-3-2-1-multiple-solutions-d5cd6a3966894ba792a233015e3d81bc
https://www.notion.so/n-Frnds-f97034c400aa4b669b82b17ac463aeee
https://www.notion.so/TCS-InteGra-021331b45bb643d298e2b41e5317955a
https://www.notion.so/ACRE-Africa-6c7f27223c1f4b979bd60c7133e028d4
https://www.notion.so/Bank-of-Kigali-TecHouse-85d1f582557340fba9ebbf3f9d14d577
https://www.notion.so/WeFarm-14f32e8eaa9642469d3ef8301bf312ba
https://www.notion.so/Orange-multiple-solutions-3baa7de064c248a280c9dec87cd83b96
https://www.notion.so/ZIAMIS-7549d9a292ed4826b22116702877832f
https://www.notion.so/Econet-EcoFarmer-82fc8bf2e363431c9b4c857a2489da29
https://www.notion.so/Esoko-Digital-Farmer-Service-bf5d19c8c5054ef180b56773ef2d577c
https://www.notion.so/Safaricom-DigiFarm-8fb184d82fca4d34beb8d7d3a2c09d6b
https://www.notion.so/Arifu-c7c1dd28d6c34a6ca812826b99fa367a
https://www.notion.so/iCow-518830048a0e4dd5ae87694d4919304d
https://www.notion.so/Pula-c8c6e78fae4344bc901ce2ea91b5a14c
https://www.notion.so/Waterwatch-Cooperative-37d90702cd784e5dbd3873a97241c670
https://www.notion.so/Digital-Green-1f69470070da44beaf596287e565d140
https://www.notion.so/Agroforce-Virtual-City-d288f65c6a774aa78dc150c8e001dee5
https://www.notion.so/RATIN-cabc3eda79514b4e8b79cfb566cb573e
https://www.notion.so/KCB-MobiGrow-5c3159d5246f4bcd9fcb5cf7bf1dbedd
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The following key findings help build an estimate of the number of active 

digital agriculture users.

• Across 390 active services analyzed, there are a combined 33.1 million 

registered users of digital agriculture (D4Ag) services across Sub-Saharan 

Africa.

• The 20 solutions listed above (~5% of the total) account for over 80% of all 

registrations, leading to the conclusion that the long tail of services will not 

significantly affect sizing estimates.

• The percentage of accounts used “regularly enough for the users to feel the 

full benefit of the solution” is 15–30% of the registered user base. This is 

rather vaguely formulated, but reads like an active user estimate (similar to 

the “Monthly Active User” metric used by social media platforms).

While the report highlights the number of “registered D4Ag users” (33.1 million), 

this figure is not comparable with the estimate of users engaged in social 

agriculture presented in this report. This is because “registered user” metrics 

are regarded as poor indicators of anything meaningful in the consumer-facing 

technology sector. (Companies like Facebook and Pinduoduo report “monthly 

active users,” not registered users, to shareholders.) Accepting 22.5% as the 

midpoint of the active rate (which still seems suspiciously high) leads to a 

more reasonable estimate for the number of users actively involved in digital 

agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2018: around 7.5 million users.

In 2018, the sizes of social agriculture and digital agriculture looked “similar.” 

The estimates generated from the Digitalisation of African Agriculture report 

can be compared with the estimates in  The size of social agriculture globally . This 

report gathered data on the estimated audience size interested in agriculture 

that could be reached via Facebook ads in Sub-Saharan Africa for 2018, a 

figure of approximately nine million users.

Comparing the size of 
digital agriculture versus 
social agriculture

https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/101498
https://www.notion.so/The-size-of-social-agriculture-globally-df1fd3f5bcb74d05bb5eb5e1427d885e
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It should be noted that there are plenty of reasons to believe both estimates 

for digital agriculture and social agriculture are overestimates. The main finding 

here is that both figures are in proximity to each other. However, it is worth 

considering some striking differences in the conditions these figures describe.

• Social agriculture users are users with smartphones. Most users included 

in the digital agriculture service estimates are likely to have basic phones. 

(Some D4Ag service offerings are designed to work for technologies like 

USSD and SMS only, which explicitly target basic phones.) Thus social 

agriculture users are likely to be significantly more technology-enabled than 

their digital agriculture user counterparts.

• Social agriculture users come with a distribution channel attached. This 

is by definition, as these audience estimates were built from an advertising 

platform designed to target those same users with content. Conversely, 

finding distribution channels to reach the digital agriculture audiences with 

basic phones is, ironically, much harder and likely more expensive.

• Social agriculture users in Sub-Saharan Africa are users “designing 

solutions for themselves.” Unlike digital agriculture services which have 

been designed specifically for agricultural use cases, social agriculture users 

are largely reconceiving generic social media platform features to serve 

the agricultural sector. For example, Facebook groups were not originally 

designed to solve the problems of agronomic advisory or agricultural market 

linkage, but they appear to be serving these functions at a scale similar to (or 

greater than) digital agriculture solutions.

 Facebook users interested in Ag (est)

Active D4Ag users in SSA (2018)

7,447,500
FB audience interested in Ag in SSA (2021)

9,384,920

No data 520 2,200,000

Data collected for Facebook 
audience interested in 
agriculture in SSA (2018)
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Digital agriculture’s 
evolution in the context 
of social agriculture

Social agriculture appears to have already reached impressive scale in places 

like Sub-Saharan Africa. However, the extent to which social media platforms 

like Facebook are aware of the impact of their platforms upon agricultural 

livelihoods remains unclear.

There are also challenges for these social media platforms in the context of 

serving agricultural workers. With this in mind, there are a few opportunities 

for digital agriculture to evolve with social agriculture.

Replicate aspects of the social agriculture models that work

In   Examining large-scale groups in social agriculture in Kenya , there were examples of 

usage within groups that generated high value for users. Further deconstructing 

the ways these groups functioned showed how information sharing becomes a 

critical catalyst through which marketplaces can evolve. Findings like these can 

act as foundations for new service offerings. These don’t have to reinvent the 

wheel, but they can draw from established patterns of behavior. At the same 

time, models that might work well in different geographies can inform new 

service models, e.g., the group purchase model seen in examples from China. It’s 

important to be realistic about transferring these models across geographies 

and to understand what ecosystem requirements made them successful (e.g., 

Pinduduo built on a strong existing logistics network and payment channel—can 

this be easily replicated elsewhere?).

Design on the “points of failure” of platforms serving social agriculture

Facebook, in particular, has come under recent scrutiny for being unable  

to reign in disinformation on the platform. It’s unclear whether they have  

the means to tackle these multifaceted platform problems at the scale 

required. Some of these failures may result from an attempted “one size fits  

all” approach to handling tough problems like information fact-checking and  

group moderation. Failures might also arise from a fundamental misalignment 

of ad-driven business models and the requirements of social agriculture.  

If this approach fails to deliver missing value to those working in agriculture  

in developing economies, it also presents an opportunity for a new wave  

of digital services designed for the sector. Some of these issues are alluded  

to in the section on   The experience of social agriculture from users in Kenya . 

https://www.notion.so/Examining-large-scale-groups-in-social-agriculture-in-Kenya-2e47911f06f84bf290fecb141627be6a
https://www.notion.so/24c1fefddd254a1d8ef70f0902211bab
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However, it is important to avoid the trap of trying to solve big thorny problems 

these platforms can’t solve themselves (e.g., group moderation mechanisms 

that work for any generic group use case). Instead, service designers need to 

consider where an agricultural focus makes difficult problems more tractable.

Use social media platforms for what they are—advertising platforms

Advertising businesses may fail to be structurally stable information services, 

communities, or even marketplaces. However, they are great customer 

acquisition channels. Digital agriculture models should avoid making their 

product offerings wholly dependent on these platforms (e.g., by building on 

a Facebook API). However, there is plenty of scope to use digital advertising 

channels to acquire users in a cost-effective way. Some companies working in 

the digital agriculture sector are already discovering how to rapidly acquire 

agricultural users from social media; this trend will likely continue.

 

https://learn.ink/case-studies/training-and-acquiring-kenya-farmers-for-one-dollar-per-user
https://learn.ink/case-studies/training-and-acquiring-kenya-farmers-for-one-dollar-per-user
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